**Technique**

The yearbook that Dares To Be Different

Why buy "Technique '62" when you can get Institute publications free? There are all sorts of publications you can get for the asking. The President's Report tells what the President didn't say last year and won't do this year because he has no plans for next year. You can get the Treasurer's Report where you are told why last year's revenue fell behind next year's spending and why there is another biennial tuition increase next year. You can obtain the Freshmen Catalogue which depicts the sprawling, wooded campus in the beautiful suburbs of Boston. Then you can get the "Big" catalogue which tells you all the exceptions to the rules and the rules to the exceptions, which affect which courses the card puncher punches on the punched cards which you turn in to the punched card puncher. But, then if you want the real inside scoop on "Technique" reveals coeds, speaks out on football, explains puritan Boston, real inside scoop "Technique" reveals coeds, punched card puncher. But, then if you want the beautiful suburbs of Boston. Then you can get the publications you can get for the asking. The President's Report where you are told why, last year's rules and the rules to the exceptions, which must be done about such things, because the colored people cannot buy homes in white areas. He said that he realized something must be done about such things, and that CORE was beginning to work on it. But he seemed to think that the printing of the speech was more important.

Still, objectively, the speech seemed to be little more than a rehash of what one has heard many times before. The small group of people who did attend gave the impression that they had come only because they considered it a "duty". One or two had prepared questions to ask him, but none was effective in putting any point across.

However, there was evidently one devout Southerner in the audience, for, at the end of the evening, a woman said, "I have been hypnotized by Mr. Farmer." Southern friend had no need to worry, however, for most of the people in the room were pro-integration before the speech. There were not convinced by Mr. Farmer. The evening was just like the egg: a total waste.

**Civil Disobedience**

'Civil Disobedience'

James A. Farmer

By Tom Maugh

"If a law is bad and violates my conscience, I have not only a right, but a duty to disobey it." Residential segregation is worse in the North than in the South. "Segregationists in the South know that integration is coming, and are merely fighting a delaying battle." This was the essence of James L. Farmer's speech in the Civil Rights Committee's Spring Conference. Mr. Farmer, founder of the Congress on Racial Equality, gave the rebuttal to W. Ewelstone's pro-segregation speech of last week. However, Mr. Farmer gave the impression that the student integrationist movement was really an egotistic movement on the part of the participants, for he continually stressed the possi-


gency that one could gain by "taking matters in my own hands". One wonders whether or not he is advancing integra-

tion for the good of his race, or not he is advancing integra-

tion for the good of the race, and particularly the students.

The evening was just like the egg: a total waste.

**G. L. Frost Co., Inc.**

**CORE Director Talks**

Farmer Rehashes Integration; Speaks Unconvincingly

**'Civil Disobedience'**

Then you belong with Alcoa! We bet the whole world to commercial production of aluminum. We've stayed ahead of the crowd, these 70 years, by hiring people like you. At Alcoa, you'll find both a good starting salary and the chance to flex your abilities. Here you'll help work wonders with aluminum, a metal basic to our worlds of today and tomorrow. Alcoa does so much with aluminum, there's room to grow for college graduates with all types of degrees.

Our training program starts anywhere: Production, Engi-

dering, Industrial Relations, Sales, Administration, Research & Development. Then you go as high as your ability permits with Alcoa. In au-

thority. In income. On merit. Your step is to see the Placement Director now and set up your Alcoa interview on campus.

**Alcoa Aluminum**

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA

ALCOA interviews at Massachusetts Institute of Technology Thursday, March 1, 1962

See Placement Director today for your appointment!

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color or national origin.

**ALCOA ALUMINUM**

**CORE Director Talks**

Farmer Rehashes Integration; Speaks Unconvincingly

**'Civil Disobedience'**

**G. L. Frost Co., Inc.**

**Options on sale now for $4 (plus $4 payable the date of publication) in the LOBBY OF BUILDING 10...**